This paper establishes the global asymptotic equivalence between a Poisson process with variable intensity and white noise with drift under sharp smoothness conditions on the unknown function. This equivalence is also extended to density estimation models by Poissonization. The asymptotic equivalences are established by constructing explicit equivalence mappings. The impact of such asymptotic equivalence results is that an investigation in one of these nonparametric models automatically yields asymptotically analogous results in the other models.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to give an explicit construction of global asymptotic equivalence in the sense of Le Cam (1964) between a Poisson process with variable intensity and white noise with drift. The construction is extended to density estimation models. It yields asymptotic solutions to both density estimation and Poisson process problems based on asymptotic solutions to white noise with drift problems and vice versa.
Density estimation model. A random vector V ⋆ n of length n is observed such that V ⋆ n ≡ (V ⋆ 1 , . . . , V ⋆ n ) is a sequence of i.i.d. variables with a common density f ∈ F .
with a standard Brownian motion B ⋆ (t) and an unknown probability density function f ∈ F in [0, 1].
Asymptotic equivalence. For any two experiments ξ 1 and ξ 2 with a common parameter space Θ, ∆(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ; Θ) denotes Le Cam's distance [cf., e.g., Le Cam (1986) or Le Cam and Yang (1990) ] defined as
where (a) the first supremum is taken over all decision problems with loss function L ∞ ≤ 1, (b) given the decision problem and j = 1, 2, k ≡ 3 − j (k = 2 for j = 1 and k = 1 for j = 2) the "maximin" value of the maximum difference in risks over Θ is computed over all (randomized) statistical procedures δ (ℓ) for ξ ℓ and (c) the expectations E (ℓ) θ are evaluated in experiments ξ ℓ with parameter θ, ℓ = j, k. The statistical interpretation of the Le Cam distance is as follows: If ∆(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ; Θ) < ε, then for any decision problem with L ∞ ≤ 1 and any statistical procedure δ (j) with the experiment ξ j , j = 1, 2, there exists a (randomized) procedure δ (k) with ξ k , k = 3 − j, such that the risk of δ (k) evaluated in ξ k nearly matches (within ε) that of δ (j) evaluated in ξ j .
Two sequences of experiments {ξ 1,n , n ≥ 1} and {ξ 2,n , n ≥ 1}, with a common parameter space F , are asymptotically equivalent if ∆(ξ 1,n , ξ 2,n ; F) → 0 as n → ∞.
The interpretation is that the risks of corresponding procedures converge. A key result of Le Cam (1964) is that this equivalence of experiments can be characterized using random transformations between the probability spaces. A random transformation, T (X, U ) which maps observations X into the space of observations Y (with possible dependence on an independent, uninformative random component U ) also maps distributions in ξ 1 to approximations of the distributions in ξ 2 via P (1)
θ . For the mapping between the Poisson and Gaussian processes we shall restrict ourselves EQUIVALENCE THEORY FOR DENSITY ESTIMATION 3 to transformations T with deterministic inverses, T −1 (T (X, U )) = X. The experiments are asymptotically equivalent if the total-variation distance between P (2) θ and the distribution of T under P
(1) θ converges to 0 uniformly in θ. As explained in Brown and Low (1996) and Brown, Cai, Low and Zhang (2002) , knowing an appropriate T allows explicit construction of estimation procedures in ξ 1 by applying statistical procedures from ξ 2 to T (X, U ).
In general, asymptotic equivalence also implies a transformation from the P (2) θ to the P (1) θ and the corresponding total-variation distance bound. However, in the case of the equivalence between the Poisson process and white noise with drift, by requiring that the transformation be invertible, we have saved ourselves a step. The transformation in the other direction is T −1 , and → 0. The equivalence mappings T n constructed in this paper from the sample space of the Poisson process to the sample space of the white noise are invertible randomized mappings such that
under certain conditions on the family F . Here H f (Z 1 , Z 2 ) denotes the Hellinger distance of stochastic processes or random vectors Z 1 and Z 2 living in the same sample space, when the true unknown density is f . Since T n are invertible randomized mappings, T n (N, X N ) are sufficient statistics for the Poisson processes and their inverses T −1 n are necessarily many-to-one deterministic mappings. Similar considerations apply for the mapping of the density estimation problem to the white noise with drift problem, although in that case there are two mappings, one from the density estimation to the white noise with drift model and another from the white noise with drift model back to the density estimation model. These mappings are given in Section 2.
There have recently been several papers on the global asymptotic equivalence of nonparametric experiments. Brown and Low (1996) established global asymptotic equivalence of the white noise problem with unknown drift f to a nonparametric regression problem with deterministic design and unknown regression f when f belongs to a Lipschitz class with smoothness index α > 1 2 . It has also been demonstrated that such nonparametric problems are typically asymptotically nonequivalent when the unknown f belongs to larger classes, for example, with smoothness index α ≤ 1 2 . Brown and Low (1996) showed the asymptotic nonequivalence between the white noise problem and nonparametric regression with deterministic design for α ≤ 1 2 , Efromovich and Samarov (1996) showed that the asymptotic equivalence may fail when α < 1 4 . Brown and Zhang (1998) showed the asymptotic nonequivalence for α ≤ 1 2 between any pair of the following four experiments: white noise, density problem, nonparametric regression with random design, and nonparametric regression with deterministic design. In Brown, Cai, Low and Zhang (2002) the asymptotic equivalence for nonparametric regression with random design was shown under Besov constraints which include Lipschitz classes with any smoothness index α > 1 2 . Gramma and Nussbaum (1998) solved the fixed-design nonparametric regression problem for nonnormal errors. Milstein and Nussbaum (1998) showed that some diffusion problems can be approximated by discrete versions that are nonparametric autoregression models, and Golubev and Nussbaum (1998) established a discrete Gaussian approximation to the problem of estimating the spectral density of a stationary process.
Most closely related to this paper is the work in Nussbaum (1996) where global asymptotic equivalence of the white noise problem to the nonparametric density problem with unknown density g = f 2 /4 is shown. In this paper the global asymptotic equivalence was established under the following smoothness assumption: f belongs to the Lipschitz classes with smoothness index α > The parameter spaces. The class of functions F will be assumed throughout to be densities with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] that are uniformly bounded away from 0. The smoothness conditions on F can be described in terms of Haar basis functions of the densities. Let
be the Haar coefficients of f , where
are the Haar basis functions with I k,ℓ ≡ [ℓ/2 k , (ℓ + 1)/2 k ). The convergence of the Hellinger distance in (1.2) is established via an inequality in Theorem 3 in terms of the tails of the Besov norms f 1/2,2,2 and f 1/2,4,4 of the
The Besov norms f α,p,q for the Haar coefficients, with smoothness index α and shape parameters p and q, are defined by
Letf k be the piecewise average of f at resolution level k, that is, the piecewise constant function defined bȳ
, and its tail at resolution level
Let B(α, p, q) be the Besov space
The following two theorems on the equivalence of white noise with drift, density estimation and Poisson estimation models are corollaries of our main result, Theorem 3, which bounds the squared Hellinger distance between particular invertible randomized mappings of the Poisson process and white noise with drift models. The randomized mappings are given in Section 2. Proofs of these theorems are given in the Appendix. Theorem 1. Let Z ⋆ n , {N, X N } and V ⋆ n be the Gaussian process, Poisson process and density estimation experiments, respectively. Suppose that H is compact in both B(1/2, 2, 2) and B(1/2, 4, 4) and that H ⊆ {f :
Our construction also shows that asymptotic equivalence holds for a class F if F is bounded in the Lipschitz norm with smoothness index β and compact in the Sobolev norm with smoothness index α ≥ β such that α+ β ≥ 1, α ≥ 
where
Theorem 2. Let Z ⋆ n , {N, X N } and V ⋆ n be the Gaussian process, Poisson process and density estimation experiments, respectively, and let F be bounded in the Lipschitz norm with smoothness index β and compact in the Sobolev norm with smoothness index α ≥ β.
by Taylor expansion and central limit theory
as λ k,ℓ → ∞, compared with (2.3). Note that f k,ℓ ≈ h k,ℓ under suitable smoothness conditions on f , in view of (2.3) and (2.7). The Poisson variables N k,ℓ can be fully recovered from Z k,ℓ , while the randomization turns N k,ℓ into continuous variables. Approximation of W ⋆ k,ℓ for k > k 0 is more delicate, since the central limit theorem is not sufficiently accurate at high resolution levels. Let F m be the cumulative distribution function of the independent sum of a binomial variable X m,1/2 with parameter (m, 1 2 ) and a uniform variable
2 ). Let Φ be the N (0, 1) cumulative distribution. We shall approximate W ⋆ k by using a quantile transformation of randomized versions of the Poisson random variables. More specifically, let
, (2.10) so that W k,2ℓ is distributed exactly according to N (0, σ 2 k−1 ) for p k,2ℓ = 1 2 , compared with (2.4). Thus, the distributions of W k,2ℓ and W ⋆ k,2ℓ are close Remark 1. One need only carry out the above construction to k = k 1 : 2 k 1 > εn since we shall assume that f ∈ B( 1 2 , 2, 2) and then the observa- Brown and Low (1996) for a detailed argument in the context of nonparametric regression.
Mappings for the density estimation model. The constructive asymptotic equivalence between density estimation experiments and Gaussian experiments is established by first randomizing the density estimation experiment to an approximation of the Poisson process and then applying the randomized mapping as given above. Set γ k = sup f ∈H f −f k 2 1/2,2,2 and note that since H is compact in B(1/2, 2, 2), γ k ↓ 0. Now let k 0 be the smallest integer such that 4 k 0 /n ≥ γ k 0 and divide the unit interval into subintervals of equal length with length equal to 2 −k 0 . Letf n be the corresponding histogram estimate based on V ⋆ n . Now note that since functions f ∈ H are bounded below by ε 0 > 0 it follows that
and simple calculations show that the histogram estimatef n satisfies Ef n (x) = f k 0 (x) and Varf n (x) ≤f k 0 (x)
n . Hence,
and hence, from (1.7),
It thus follows from (2.11) to (2.14) that
Hence the density estimate is squared Hellinger consistent at a rate faster than square root of n. Now generateÑ , a Poisson random variable with expectation n and independent of V ⋆ n . IfÑ > n generateÑ − n conditionally independent
) and write R 1 n for this randomization from V ⋆ n to (Ñ ,XÑ ),
A map from the Poisson number of independent observations back to the fixed number of observations is obtained similarly. This time letf n be the histogram estimator based on (N, X N ). If N < n generate n − N additional conditionally independent observations with common densityf n . It is also easy to check that
Now label these observations V n = (V 1 , . . . , V n ) and write R 2 n for this randomization from (N, X N ) to V n ,
Remark 2. It should also be possible to map the density estimation problem directly into an approximation of the white noise with drift model. Dividing the interval into 2 k 0 subintervals and conditioning on the number of observations falling in each subinterval, the conditional distribution within each subinterval is the same as for the Poisson process. Therefore, it is only necessary to have a version of Theorem 4 for a 2 k 0 -dimensional multinomial experiment.
Carter (2002) provides a transformation from a 2 k 0 -dimensional multinomial to a multivariate normal as in Theorem 4 such that the total-variation distance between the distributions is O(k 0 2 k 0 n −1/2 ). The transformation is similar to ours in that it adds uniform noise and then uses the square root as a variance-stabilizing transformation. However, the covariance structure of the multinomial complicates the issue and necessitates using a multiresolution structure similar to the one applied here to the conditional experiments. The Carter (2002) result can be used in place of Theorem 4 to get a slightly weaker bound on the error in the approximation in Theorem 3 (because of the extra k 0 factor) when the total number of observations is fixed. This is enough to establish Theorem 2 if the inequalities bounding α and β are changed to strictly greater than. It is also enough to establish Theorem 1 if H is a Besov space with α > 1 2 . Carter (2000) also showed that a somewhat more complicated transformation leads to a deficiency bound on the normal approximation to the multinomials without the added k 0 factor.
3. Main theorem. The theorems in Section 1 on the equivalence of white noise with drift experiments and Poisson process experiments are consequences of the following theorem which uniformly bounds the Hellinger distance between the randomized mappings described in Section 2.
with the variables in (2.1) and (2.2), and W [k 0 ,k) ≡ {Z k 0 , W j , k 0 < j < k} with the variables in (2.6) and (2.9). Then there exist universal constants C, D 1 and D 2 such that for all k 1 > k 0 ,
where θ k,ℓ are the Haar coefficients of f as in (1.3),f k is as in (1.6) and · 1/2,p,p are the Besov norms in (1.5). 2 ) independent of X m,p and X λ . Definẽ
with the F m in (2.8) and the N (0, 1) distribution function Φ, and definẽ
Write ϕ b for the density of N (b, 1) variables.
so that the Hellinger distance can be written as
At the initial resolution level k 0 , N k 0 ,ℓ are independent Poisson variables by (2.5), so that Z k 0 ,ℓ are independent. This and the independence of Z
By (2.6) and (3.2)
variables by (2.3). Thus, Theorem 4 can be used to obtain
Since λ k,ℓ = f k,ℓ /(4σ 2 k ) by (2.7) and σ 2 k = 2 k−2 /n by (2.3), the above calculation yields
by Lemma 1(i) and the bound f ≥ ε 0 . For k > k 0 and 0 ≤ ℓ < 2 k−1 − 1, define
where p k,2ℓ are as in (2.10), λ k,ℓ = f k,ℓ n/2 k are as in (2.7), and the func-
At a fixed resolution level k > k 0 , and for ℓ = 0, . . . , 2 k−1 − 1, N k,2ℓ are independent binomial variables conditionally on W [k 0 ,k) , so that by (2.9) and (3.1) W k,2ℓ /σ k−1 are independent variables with densitiesg m k,2ℓ ,p k,2ℓ under the conditional density g k . In addition, W * k,2ℓ are independent normal variables with variance σ 2 k−1 under g * k . Thus,
), (3.6) by (2.4), where
It follows from Theorem 5 and (3.5) that for fixed w [k 0 ,k) ,
Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3 that
Similarly,
with D 1 = 3D/8 + 2. Now, by (2.10) and (1.3),
so that by (3.5), (2.7), the definition of β ⋆ k,2ℓ in (3.6) and Lemma 1(ii),
Inserting (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.8) and summing over ℓ via (3.6), we find Finally, inserting (3.4) and (3.11) into (3.3) and then using Lemma 2 yields 2 ) independent of X λ . Define
The main result of this section is a local limit theorem which bounds the squared Hellinger distance between this transformed Poisson random variable and a normal random variable.
Theorem 4. Let Z λ andg λ be as in (4.1). Let Z * λ ∼ N (2 √ λ, 1) and ϕ µ be the density of N (0, µ). Let H(·, ·) be the Hellinger distance. Then, as λ → ∞,
Consequently, there exists a universal constant C < ∞ such that
Remark 4. The theorem remains valid if Z λ is replaced by
Proof of Theorem 4. The second inequality of (4.3) follows immediately from (4.2), since H 2 (ϕ µ 1 , ϕ µ 2 ) = (µ 1 −µ 2 ) 2 /4 [cf. Brown, Cai, Low and Zhang (2002) , Lemma 3] and H 2 (g λ , ϕ µ ) ≤ 2.
Let t(x) ≡ 2 sgn(x) |x|, a strictly increasing function. Define
Let f λ and f * λ denote the densities of X λ + U and X * , respectively. Since
for j ≥ 1, in view of the Stirling formula j! = √ 2πj j+1/2 exp(−j + ε j ), where
with 1/(12j + 1) < ε j < 1/(12j), for j = 1, 2, . . . . Now, by the mean-value theorem,
Now, we shall take uniform Taylor expansions of ψ j and their derivatives in
By (4.7), ψ j (j) = λψ(j/λ) + ε j /2 with
uniformly in J λ as λ → ∞. Similarly, by (4.8) and
These expansions and (4.9) imply that uniformly in J λ , as j∈J λ f λ (j) = 1 + o(1/λ). Note that E( X λ − λ) 3 = λ and E( X λ − λ) 4 = 3λ 2 + λ. Hence, (4.5) follows from (4.6), (4.10) and the fact that
5. Approximation of binomial variables. The strong approximation of a normal by a binomial depends on the cumulative distribution function 
